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Dark matter・・・no candidates in the Standard Model

Inflation・・・no mechanism to realize in the Standard model

No gravity interaction

Yukawa hierarchies between elementary particles 

● Motivation ( Problems in the Standard Model) 

SUSY Dark matter

Moduli    Flat potential (Inflation)

Wave function profile Yukawa hierarchies

Set up：5(=4+1)D SUGRA models with multi moduli  
H. Abe, H.O., Y. Sakamura and Y. Yamada Eur. Phys. C 72 2012 (2018)

〇Low energy effective theory of Superstring theory
(Type IIB SUGRA compactified on the warped throat ?)

〇We can determine the structure of the Kahler potential
〇Solution to the following problems in the SM
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●5D SUGRA models on 
Yukawa hierarchies are determined by the U(1) charge

● Moduli inflation

Inflaton

● Sparticle masses, Higgs mass

● Relic abundance of the Wino like neutralino
J. Pradler and F. D. Steffen, Phys. Rev. D 75 (2007) 023509.

● Moduli mass:
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does not so oscillate during the inflation.
We also checked that does not dominate the universe. 

● Gravitino mass:           
● Gaugino masses are generated by the anomaly mediation.
● Soft masses are generated by the F term of the singlet field. 

● Moduli oscillation

● Summary

〇We can realize the Wino like DM in 5D SUGRA.

●In 5D SUGRA, Kahler structure of the field is exactly determined.
●Relic abundance of the Wino is determined by non-thermal production of the gravitino.

●We estimate the inflaton decay, moduli decay into the gravitino during the reheating era.
●Yukawa hierarchies are determined by the wave function localization.


